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 [**Game Name:**]{} Amnesia: The Dark Descent [**Website:**]{} [**Status:**]{} Ongoing [**Votes:**]{} 1 Description
of the game ----------------------- Amnesia: The Dark Descent is a 3D horror game based in an homage to H.P. Lovecraft’s

works. It is in an episodic form and allows the player to make decisions that will affect the game environment and the main
character. The game has a very dark atmosphere and is inspired by many “old school” survival horror games and classics like
Alone in the Dark, Alone in the Dark 2 and Dontnod’s Vampyr. The game is still in development and has a mixed rating but I
think it’s worth mentioning because the developers have already released three episodes and they are currently working on the

next one. [**Game Name:**]{} Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood [**Website:**]{} [**Status:**]{} Complete [**Votes:**]{} 75
Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood is the third title of the Assassin’s Creed series and was released on October 30, 2009. The game
takes place between the events of Assassin’s Creed II and Assassin’s Creed III but follows the story of Ezio Auditore da Firenze

as he assassinates the Pope Alexander VI and continues his vendetta against the Templar Order. The game includes a new
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protagonist, an optional tutorial and many other additions. [**Game Name:**]{} Agar.io [**Website:**]{} [**Status:**]{}
Under development [**Votes:**]{} 0 Agar.io is a horizontal shooter, a 2D top-down, space shooter where you have to eat

asteroids to reach the next level. You can play alone, against friends or in the PVP mode. The game was developed by 4moms
and their success in the indie space made them team up with NASA for the development of a space 82157476af
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